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Before After



Photo #1

With Rectangular Marquee Tool, cropped 

original photo.

Used Patch Tool to remove persons top left 

of screen and to the left of bride

With Clone Tool, fixed concrete after 

person removal, along with pathway to 

bride

Adjusted saturation on total photo +37



Photo #2

Before After



Photo #2

Opened in Camera Raw – reduced temp to 

-24 and tint -7;

Used Patch Tool to remove blue obstacles 

far bottom left and middle left side; used 

Clone Tool to repair grass

Converted to Smart Filter and utilized the 

Oil Paint selection: stylization 1.9; 

cleanliness 3.3



Photo #3

Before After



Photo #3

Used the Quick selection tool and selected 

the sky; adjusted the brightness and 

contrast to lighten.

Used Spot healing brush tool to remove 

the pipe protruding from wall. Used the 

Clone tool to clean it  up and created swirly 

clouds in the messed up area.

Used the content-aware patch to remove 

the little whirlygig on the wall and Clone 

tool for cleanup.

Adjusted the brightness/contrast on the 

entire photo. Added Layer Mask to tree; 

adjusted brightness to +112.



Photo #4

Before After



Photo #4

Used Cropping Tool to delete unwanted content.

Clone Tool was used to remove all people in 
photo and create realistic fills.

Content-Aware Tool used to move one goose 

closer to others; fixed grass and base of tree with 
Clone Tool.

Used Spot Healing Tool to remove goose matter 
from areas of grass.

Added text and Clipping Mask w/drop shadow 
using a metallic red fill.



Photo #5

Before After



Photo #5
My favorite
My dog Buffy

Used Spot Healing Tool to remove leash 

from photo.

Cropped photo; used Clone Tool to add 

more dog and remove jeans and shoes.

Masked dog w/Magnetic Lasso Tool; 

adjusted levels to lighten slightly.

Adjusted contrast on entire photo to 

brighten.



Composite

Photo 1 Photo 2



Composite

Cropped original photo.

Opened photo 2 (crocodile) and used 

Magnetic Lasso Tool to clip out croc and 

his shadow.

Pasted croc into new layer of composite 

and Scaled to realistic size;

Used Clone tool to fix body still in water to 

make bleed in look more realistic.


